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1. Introduction
Accurate object detection relies on
detailed annotations.
Obtaining these annotations is costly
and time-consuming.
Annotations typically contain varying
levels of noise.
Even minor imperfections in
annotations can have a significant
impact on model accuracy.
We introduce EnsembAudit (EA), a
novel approach to detecting and
automatically fixing annotation
errors.

2. Method: EnsembAudit (EA)
EA combines a disagreement monitoring
system using Threshold Voting (set at 80%)
with an ensemble method employing Non-
Max Suppression (NMS).

2.2 How does it work?

Multiple object detector models are
trained on the same dataset.
Each model independently predicts on
each image post-training.
EA utilizes Threshold Voting to identify
instances where models disagree.
EA applies NMS to refine predictions
on flagged instances.
New predictions replace old labels to
reduce overall noise.

2.1 Concepts

Threshold Voting: Requires 80% model
agreement for a prediction to be accepted;
otherwise, flagged as disagreement.
NMS refines predictions by prioritizing high-
confidence, non-overlapping boxes.

3. Results: EA Application on VOC Corrupted Dataset

3.1 Classification Noise

3.2 Localization Noise

3.3 Both Noise Types

EA detects and corrects 16% of
errors in a dataset with 50%
classification noise, achieving
80% precision and 66% recall.

EA struggles to detect errors
with minor localization noise,
achieving a success rate of
about 2%.

EA achieves 20% error
detection and correction with
50% noise presence, showing
good metric scores.

4. Discussion & Conclusions
Results demonstrate EA's effectiveness in handling datasets
with labeling errors, autonomously detecting and rectifying
approximately 20% of errors. This highlights EA's potential to
enhance object detection accuracy in practical applications.
A notable limitation observed is EA's reduced efficacy with
datasets containing minimal noise typical in practical
scenarios. It shows limited ability to detect errors due to the
resilience of pretrained models used. EA also shows high false
positives, requiring precise threshold tuning to prevent
unnecessary label changes.
Future research can enhance EA's ensembling techniques and
disagreement systems, improving error detection across
diverse datasets. 
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